
A Generic Platform for Conducting SLA

Negotiations

Abstract In service-oriented systems, negotiating service level agreements (SLAs)
occupies a central role in the service usage cycle. It is during negotiations that par-
ties are brought together in an interactive mechanism determined by the negotiation
protocols. The choice and description of negotiation protocol determines the scope
of information flow which in turn influences convergence upon an agreement. In this
chapter, we observe the state of the art on negotiations and introduce the generic ne-
gotiation platform developed for the SLA@SOI framework. We strive for a generic
approach for protocol description and execution that also caters for domain-based
rationality and ease of adoption.

1 Introduction

Procuring software as a negotiated service is gaining popularity for various busi-
ness and technological reasons [7, 9]. Various offshoots of this paradigm include
Software as a Service (SaaS), Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) and Platform as a
Service (PaaS). These emerging business models have an inherent potential to re-
duce the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) and improve Return on Investment (ROI).
Traditionally, software is purchased under a license and used accordingly. Under the
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new ”aaS” models, the user subscribes to a software [17]. This is determined by a
process of negotiation expected to converge on an agreement between the service
customer and the service provider. During negotiation, the software is tailored to a
consumer’s needs and provider’s capabilities.

Hence, the ”as a service” paradigm injects flexibility to the notion of software
usage. In an open market, as envisaged by service-oriented computing, this flexi-
bility becomes a necessity, as usage aspects like cost and quality cannot be fixed
beforehand; rather, they depend on the current situation of supply and demand in
the market [12]. Analogies to the stock exchange market are often made to explain
this paradigm.

Negotiating parties are brought together through negotiation protocols, which
determine the rules of engagement. Various styles have been observed, varying
from simple take-it-or-leave-it to multi-round negotiations and even more complex
auction-like interactions. These have been studied extensively in the literature under
the context of automated negotiations, as we present in Section 2.

A negotiation protocol determines the cardinality of parties involved, their roles,
the visibility of the offers exchanged, session management, bounds for negotiation
rounds, and so on. Usually, a dedicated software machinery is required to exe-
cute negotiation protocols, so that the negotiating agent may perform its domain-
specific functionality either as a client or provider of the service under negotiation.
In SLA@SOI, this software machinery is developed as a generic negotiation plat-
form. The platform is designed to abstract from the lower-level functionality, which
tends to get domain-specific, by allowing a loose coupling with the planning and op-
timisation component (see Chapter ‘GSLAM – The Anatomy of the Generic SLA
Manager’), such that a strategy is used to evaluate each proposal to maximise a
utility function.

To enter the market, providers often advertise their services using publishing
templates. Templates express the functional and non-functional properties of a ser-
vice, along with the necessary constraints to tailor it as a concrete offer. A single
service may be advertised through multiple templates. Customers shortlist providers
based on templates of interest and use template(s) to initiate a particular negotiation.
Template-based negotiations have been implemented by the Web Service Agree-
ment (WSAG) framework (lately as Web Service Agreement Negotiations) [1, 20]
and IBM’s WSLA framework [10]. The SLA@SOI framework has also adopted
template-based negotiations. Using these templates, offers and counter-offers are
exchanged between the negotiating parties in a sequence determined by the negoti-
ation protocol. In the best case, an agreement is reached and documented as a Ser-
vice Level Agreement (SLA). The provider provisions the agreed upon resources
and the customer starts to use the service from the time SLA comes into effect. The
customer abides by the agreed usage levels and the provider maintains the agreed
quality of service levels. In case of violations, penalties are enforced. An SLA may
be need to be renegotiated if customers experience a change in service’s demand, or
the provider needs to readjust its resources.
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2 State of the Art

Negotiation has gained a lot of interest in research. Various concepts from eco-
nomics, artificial intelligence and game theory have been combined to address
negotiation-related concerns through interdisciplinary approaches.

On theoretic lines, one of the first formal analyses of the negotiation process was
carried out by John Nash [11] in his work on one-to-one bargaining and later on
non-cooperative games. This popularised game theory, and later led to its inception
in computer science, especially among distributed intelligent agents [26]. Several
phenomena have been analysed when agents negotiate pursuing individual strate-
gies. Some of these are summarised here:

• Pareto efficiency: If no agreement improving the utility of one of the negotiating
parties can be found, the negotiation is considered to be Pareto efficient.

• Stability (Nash equilibrium): Two strategies are said to be in Nash equilibrium if
they are the best for each of the parties involved in the negotiation. There might
be multiple equilibria or none at all.

• Cooperative/non-cooperative: If the aim of a certain negotiation is to maximise
the utility functions of each of the partners involved in the negotiation, the nego-
tiation is said to be cooperative. On the other hand, when parties only take care
of their own interests, the negotiation is non-cooperative.

Several frameworks and Negotiation Support Systems (NSS) have been proposed
in the literature. OPELIX [16] is a European project that permits a customer and a
provider to have fully automated bilateral negotiations. The OPELIX architecture
implements all the fundamental phases of a business transaction: product offers and
discovery, a negotiation process, payment activities, and the delivery of the product
to the customer. However it does not support sophisticated negotiation protocols,
rather it is restricted to bilateral negotiations.

Inspire [15], Aspire [14] and e-Agora [6] are related projects developed by Con-
cordia University (Montreal) in conjunction with Carleton University (Ottawa). In-
spire [15] supports human operators in managing bilateral negotiations, managing
offers and counter-offers made by the participants. Functions guiding the decision
of each participant are kept confidential.

Aspire [14] improves upon Inspire by providing negotiation support through in-
telligent agents that make suggestions to users regarding what operations to per-
form. Note that agents do not completely automate the negotiation process, but only
provide support in taking decisions; they are completely aware of the status of the
negotiation sessions, and implement a specific negotiation strategy defined in terms
of weights on negotiation variables and objective functions.

The e-Agora [6] project provides a complex marketplace in which users interact
through autonomous intelligent agents. The system provides a process model and a
set of supported protocols. The process is defined as a series of activities and phases;
protocols are defined by means of rules and restrictions on negotiation activities.

Kasbah [2] allows potential buyers and sellers to create their own agents, assign
them some strategic directions, and send them to a centralised marketplace for ne-
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gotiations. Support is limited to bilateral negotiations. The only valid action in the
distributive negotiation protocol is for buying agents to offer a bid to sellers. Selling
agents respond with a binding ”yes” or ”no”. Given this protocol, Kasbah provides
buyers with several negotiation strategies that determine the function for increasing
bids for a product over time.

AuctionBot [21] offers a versatile online auction server. Software agents are pro-
vided that conduct auctions on the basis of particular parameters: participation (i.e.,
number of participants), discrete goods (bids are allowed only for integer quanti-
ties) and bidding rules that determine acceptability and improvement of offers and
closing conditions.

ASAPM [18] is multi-agent system that allows automated negotiations using the
FIPA Iterated Contract Net Protocol (ICNP). Agents negotiate over quality of ser-
vice (QoS) terms and the ICNP accommodates this by allowing multiple rounds of
negotiation.

BREin [13] provides a broker-based framework for conducting SLA negotia-
tions. A multi-tier negotiation protocol is used that is based on the FIPA Contract
Net Protocol. The protocol scope is extended to allow for negotiation interactions
among different service chains.

CAAT [19] is another framework that can be used to design multi-agent systems
for automatic bilateral and trilateral negotiations. The negotiation protocol allows
valid sequences of interactions using messages built upon the FIPA Agent Com-
munication Language (ACL). An ontology defining communication semantics is
developed and used in messages to convey a certain action.

The approaches presented above make interesting advances towards automated
negotiation, yet they are not flexible enough to design custom interaction behaviours
or to easily customise negotiations for individual application domains.

To this end, SECSE [8] provides a flexible infrastructure that can be tailored in
terms of multiplicity, workflow, protocol and decision model to fit a specific ap-
plication domain. The architecture of the negotiation framework is composed of a
marketplace that harbours multiple agents. Each agent is associated with a specific
negotiating participant and a negotiator component. Negotiators interface human
participants with the negotiation framework through GUIs that allow them to place
offers and counter-offers. Additionally, a built-in decision model or user-defined
decision model can be encapsulated to execute automatic negotiations. SECSE sup-
ports hybrid negotiations, where some participants are automated agents while oth-
ers are human beings. A participant may exploit a negotiation coordinator, which is
responsible for coordinating the actions taken by its various negotiators. The market-
place acts as an intermediary in all interactions between the participants, providing
validity checks for the offers exchanged. These checks are based on the structure and
current state of the negotiation workflow. To make the search for agreements more
efficient, the marketplace provides a mediator component, which guides the gener-
ation of offers towards a convergence of the individual objectives. This, however,
requires that participants share their objectives with the mediator. The negotiation
framework allows designers to define their negotiation workflow as a state chart
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using ArgoUML, and their negotiation protocol as a set of rules in the JBoss rule
syntax.

WSAG [1] is a standardising effort from the Open Grid Forum (OGF) delivers
a specification for web-service-based agreements. A language is developed that can
be used to specify an agreement template and standard operations for managing the
life cycle of the service. In addition, it provides a negotiation protocol that allows
for take-it-or-leave-it styled bilateral negotiations. More recently, work on Web Ser-
vice Agreement Negotiation (WSAG-N) [20] has addressed broadening its scope to
specify custom interaction behaviours and thus support a host of negotiation proto-
cols written as per given specifications.

Analysing the architecture and design approaches proposed for the NSS, dif-
ferent patterns are observed: 1) broker-based architectures, where a broker compo-
nent manages one-to-one negotiations on behalf of involved parties; 2) marketplace-
based architectures, where the parties involved in M-to-N negotiations are managed
by an intermediate marketplace (approaches 1) and 2) require negotiation partici-
pants to expose their preferences to the negotiation framework); and 3) independent
agents negotiate with each other without mediation. These patterns freely compete
or cooperate based on individual rationality. From the protocol description perspec-
tive, we observe rule-based approaches where business rules regulate the negotiation
process, use of ontologies and schemas represent message content and semantics,
and negotiation protocols have parameter-based configurations.

3 Protocol Engine

In SLA@SOI, agents modelled as SLA managers (see also Chapter ‘GSLAM –
The Anatomy of the Generic SLA Manager’) conduct automated negotiations using
a generic platform called the Protocol Engine. The Protocol Engine is an integral
component of the Generic SLA Manager and is therefore available to all concrete
implementations of GSLAM. The Protocol Engine establishes communication be-
tween negotiating parties by using a negotiation protocol. The negotiation protocol
in this text does not refer to a low-level communication protocol like TCP or routing
protocols like IP. In fact, it refers to a higher-level interaction mechanism that is em-
ployed by the negotiating parties under a unique context. This context is called the
negotiation session and is managed by the Protocol Engine at each negotiating end.
In SLA@SOI, a flexible approach to encoding negotiation protocols has been de-
veloped. The basic idea circulates around modelling interaction behaviour as a state
machine. This approach is further discussed in Section 4. In addition to interaction
behaviours, the negotiation protocols may consider domain-sensitive content that
may affect negotiations, keeping in sight past negotiation experience and current
business policy. The Protocol Engine, however, is designed to operate at a higher
level of abstraction than the negotiation protocols, and is therefore able to execute
them without tight coupling to the domain or universe of discourse served by its
SLA manager. Domain agnosticity of the Protocol Engine, combined with domain
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sensitivity of the negotiation protocols, allow SLA@SOI to achieve a generic mech-
anism for conducting automatic negotiations among various SLA managers.

3.1 Design

The functionality provided by the Protocol Engine is broken up into three tiers, as
shown in Figure 1.

State Management

Negotiation Management

Message Management

Fig. 1 Tiers of the Protocol Engine

• Message management: This tier acts as the Protocol Engine’s faćade to the out-
side world. All negotiation requests and responses are handled here by a singleton
message handler component. The message handler implements an INegotiation
interface, as seen in Figure 2, which provides all operations needed to conduct
negotiations. This interface is exposed as a web-service for remote access. A
client program offered by the SyntaxConvertor component (as described in Chap-
ter ‘GSLAM – The Anatomy of the Generic SLA Manager’) of the GSLAM is
used to invoke operations of the web-service. The message handler passes incom-
ing requests to the negotiation management tier. Additionally, it posts requests
from the negotiation management tier to the negotiating parties, as in the case of
the initiateNegotiation and negotiate operations.

• Negotiation management: This tier allocates a negotiation manager for each ne-
gotiation. The negotiation manager maintains the negotiation session identifiable
by a unique identifier. This identifier is used by the negotiating parties in subse-
quent operations. The session is initialised using two artifacts: a) the negotiation
protocol and b) the template(s) of the service under negotiation. The session also
stores information such as the involved parties, offers received, counter-offers
sent, reasons for cancellation or termination of SLAs (when applicable) and pro-
tocol parameters. This tier further collaborates with the state management tier
to ensure that the protocol rules are abided by before control is handed over to
the planning and optimisation (POC) component (see Chapter ‘GSLAM – The
Anatomy of the Generic SLA Manager’).

• State management: This tier implements a state engine that maintains the states
of the negotiation based on the execution of the state machine as defined in the
negotiation protocol. In SLA@SOI, the protocol is encoded using rules. The state
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management tier therefore acts as a wrapper over a rule engine. It implements a
feedback control loop by passing events to the rule engine corresponding to the
invoked operations, and receiving the processed results. Inside the state engine,
protocol-specific events are converted to rule-engine-specific commands and vice
versa.

Figure 2 shows an architectural view of the Protocol Engine.

S L A M

P r o t o c o l E n g i n e

State Engine
Negotiation

Manager

Message Handler

Rule Engine

Planning And
Optimization

Feedback

Events

INegotiation

initiateNegotiation( SLATemplate slaTemplate )

SLATemplate[] negotiate( String negotiationID, SLATemplate slaTemplate )

Customization customize( String negotiationID, Customization customization )

SLA createAgreement( String negotiationID, SLATemplate slaTemplate )

cancelNegotiation( String negotiationID )

renegotiate( UUID slaID )

terminate( UUID slaID )

IControl

setPolicies( String policyClass, Policy[] policies )

Policy[] getPolicies( String policyClass )

E
xposed

Interfaces

commands

Fig. 2 Architecture of the Protocol Engine
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4 Protocol Description

Negotiation protocols have been widely studied in the literature. Before we present
the objectives set for our work, and the resulting approach we developed, it is worth-
while to have a walk through the closely related work.

4.1 Related Work

Negotiations are best described as a process with multiple aspects. Negotiation pro-
tocol determines how negotiating parties are brought together and the interaction
behaviour that follows (e.g., which sequence of messaging is allowed and how the
negotiation is concluded or terminated). As seen in Section 2, most NSS support
restricted interaction behaviour for conducting negotiations. Further on, although
not directly controlled by the protocol, the messaging mechanism (synchronous or
asynchronous) upon which an interaction mechanism is based is also an important
factor for agents. In attempts to support a host of protocols as required, research ef-
forts have been made to generalise these mechanisms and related characteristics to
abstract from any single protocol. It is in this context that we observe a trend towards
employing rule-based approaches to capture protocol semantics that are understood
unambiguously by the negotiating agents. Despite this commonality, each solution
differs in its scope, objectives and design approach.

In [22], negotiation rules are studied under the context of auctions. Three activ-
ities are extracted as applicable to all auction protocols: handling of requests, com-
puting exchanges, and sharing of intermediate information helpful to reach a con-
clusion. The activities are complemented with a set of standard parameterised rules
that impose restrictions: rules related to bids, computing exchange (counter-offers),
and the visibility of bids among participants, for example. Although acknowledged,
the structuring of these activities and rules to model a custom interaction behaviour
is left to the protocol designer. On somewhat similar lines, Jennings et al. [3] have
developed a negotiation framework that can be used to model a variety of negoti-
ations. They provide a taxonomy of predefined rules and a simple interaction pro-
tocol that uses these rules to realise a certain negotiation mechanism based on an
asynchronous mode of communication as specified by FIPA ACL messaging. In
addition, an OWL-Lite-based ontology language has been developed to represent
service templates and offers. Both [22] and [3] target price-centric negotiations that
try to build upon well-engineered rule sets. Although befitting controlled traditional
auction settings, these approaches become restrictive when it comes to SLA negoti-
ations taking place in open world service-oriented markets.

SLA negotiations are usually based on service templates that the service
providers make publicly available for negotiation. The templates contain a set of
properties, with price being just one of them. Most of these properties concern the
quality of service (QoS) that the customer and the provider negotiate to agree upon.
Each QoS property contains a set or range of values that the customer may choose
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from. This is a fundamental shift from a single attribute price-centric model to-
wards a multi-attribute model. Needless to say, a single template may also be used
to conduct multi-unit negotiations, which usually require special considerations as
in multi-commodity auctions. The problem is further complicated by the fact that
in service-oriented markets, most agents are self-interested and would not like to
share information related to their business objectives or utility-maximising func-
tions. This introduces challenges for the above-mentioned approaches, which for
instance try to deliver a standard rule for judging improvement in offers received in
subsequent negotiation rounds. Among self-interested agents conducting SLA nego-
tiations, complicated correlations among the negotiable properties are kept private.

A generic approach for conducting SLA negotiations therefore requires more
flexibility and loose coupling between the domain-specific and generic aspects. An
attempt to draw this fine line has been made in [25], where a set of generally ap-
plicable negotiation parameters have been identified and implemented as an XML
language. A meta-negotiation phase allows the negotiating agents to fix the values
of the negotiating parameters that serve as a concrete negotiation protocol. Some pa-
rameters include party roles, permissions, cardinality, admission credentials, starting
and termination criteria. Rule-based restrictions can be appended to parameters in
external rule languages without limiting choice. In addition to multilateral negotia-
tions, bilateral negotiations are also given due consideration. The language inherits
its service description and guarantee term constructs from WS-Agreement.

4.2 Design

In the SLA@SOI project, a broadly scoped meta-model called SLA* has been
developed to describe a service template that includes negotiable QoS properties,
provider information and more1 . Negotiations take the service template into ac-
count. This serves to clearly differentiate the subject of negotiation (i.e., the QoS
terms of the service) from the aspects that govern the negotiation process. In this
section, we present our methodology in representing the negotiation process. We
abstract this process as a set of phases that can be structured together as a general
purpose state machine (GPSM). This representation is highly generic and is termed a
generic protocol that basically serves to develop an interaction behaviour. We further
employ a customisable parameter-oriented approach to transform the generic proto-
col into a concrete negotiation protocol that would govern negotiation behaviour. In
the following section, we first describe the GPSM and how the approach is modeled,
making it easy to plug protocols into our execution platform: the Protocol Engine.
Although not related to the field of negotiation, we do draw some design principles
from past experience in encoding and executing medical protocols intended for the
personal health records domain [28].

1 The model is described in full detail in Chapter ‘The SLA Model’
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We adopted event-driven design in liaison with modestly engineered rules to
reach our technical objective: specialisation of generic negotiation protocols still
able to be executed in a standard manner. The generic negotiation protocol is struc-
tured as a GPSM that abstracts upon different phases of negotiation, as shown in
Figure 3. The generic protocol provides a reference interaction behaviour; however,
the approach does not restrict the protocol designer to a given state set, or to any
particular structure, thereby allowing the design of custom interactions. The GPSM
comprises five states: initialise, customise, negotiate, decide and end. At any point
in time, the negotiation process resides in a single state. Each state determines what
operations are allowed or disallowed by entertaining the trigger events in a certain
manner. This also determines the next state to which the machine will transit. The
protocol is encoded using rules that are divided into two categories: The first cat-
egory comprises generic rules that encode the state machine; a reference rule set
is provided for GPSM. The second category comprises domain-sensitive rules that
take into account an agent’s local considerations when conducting the negotiation.
Before addressing the encoding details for the rules, we briefly describe the seman-
tics of the five GPSM states.

initialize customize negotiate decide

end

Fig. 3 A General Purpose State Machine

• initialise: This state represents establishment of a negotiation session between
negotiating parties. A unique identifier is assigned and used by involved par-
ticipants for conducting subsequent operations. This state is mandatory and is
influenced by the arrival of an initialisation event.

• customise: This optional—but important—state follows the initialise state and
constitutes a customisation mechanism where negotiating parties attempt to cus-
tomise generic protocol parameters. An output is a concrete protocol for govern-
ing subsequent behaviour. This state is influenced by the arrival of a customise
event. More details on the customisation mechanism are provided in Section 5.

• negotiate: In this state, parties negotiate with each other by submitting offers and
counter-offers to reach an agreement (SLA). Usually multiple rounds would be
required to conclude this state. This state is influenced by proposal-related events.
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• decide: This state determines if negotiation can be gracefully concluded. It is
reached if an agreement creation is requested, negotiation rounds are consumed,
or a timeout occurs. Several events may trigger this state.

• end: This state marks the end of negotiation, which could possibly result in the
creation of an SLA.

A lightweight data model has been developed that provides classes for concepts
like events, protocol parameters, negotiation sessions, and states. Generic categories
of rules employ states to encode the state design pattern. A rule represents precon-
ditions specified in the IF part, that when met execute the post-conditions specified
in the THEN part. Rule qualification is driven by arrival or departure of events;
therefore rules are coupled with events to regulate success or failure scenarios. In
the case of the latter, appropriate exceptions are generated with a specialised mes-
sage as provided in the rule. A taxonomy of events has been realised as a result.
Following this simple rule-encoding scheme allows a loose coupling with the Pro-
tocol Engine component that is responsible for generating, passing and receiving
processed events from the rule engine that executes the negotiation protocol. Keep-
ing behavioural logic in rules inherits additive benefits of the rule-based approach:
for instance, the protocol remains maintainable over time, as it is humanly readable
and machine executable. Further, rules can be externally configured without requir-
ing code recompilation or deployment. Two reference rules representing a success
and failure scenario are shown in Figure 4.

Negotiation protocols are divided into two basic categories: bilateral and multi-
lateral negotiations. For proper demarcation, these are kept under distinct negotia-
tion interfaces and are to be provided over different ports. The interfaces provide
actual operations that the client programs may use to conduct negotiations. Our pro-
tocol description approach proves beneficial when negotiation interfaces are con-
joined with behaviour-regulating rules while maintaining a plethora of information
in the session associated to the ongoing negotiation.

Session management is important for the seamless functioning of other compo-
nents involved in performing negotiation. In this regard, the planning and optimisa-
tion component (POC) plays a special role. It acts as the local executive controller
of the SLA manager. The POC implements domain- and use-case-specific strategies
that drive negotiation from the back seat. A strategy implements some decision-
making logic to process an incoming offer and generate counter-offer(s) by consid-
ering the current state of available resources as well as business objectives. Further
on, the POC resolves service dependencies (if any) and decides when to outsource
incoming requests to third parties by conducting nested negotiations. For reasons
of convergence, POCs benefit from information available in the negotiation ses-
sion by analysing the offers exchanged with the negotiating party and its profile
(Section 5.1). This analysis provides a possibility of cooperation even among self-
interested agents by understanding their partner’s sphere of interest. In Section 5.2,
we outline how an optional critique may be provided by the POC to encourage a
negotiating partner to move future offers in a particular direction of interest, or to
pull him to a middle ground.
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IF
{ currentState : State(name == NEGOTIATE && status == RUNNING   
  && currentRound <= ProtocolParameters.negotiationRounds) } 
AND 
{ allowedEvent : Event(name == PROPOSAL_ARRIVED) }

THEN
{ currentState.incrementNegotiationRounds(1) }  
AND 
{ update(currentState) }  
AND
{ allowedEvent.setProcessedSuccessfully(true) }  

IF
{ currentState : State(name == NEGOTIATE && currentRound >     

    ProtocolParameters.negotiationRounds) }  
AND 
{ disallowedEvent : Event(name == PROPOSAL_ARRIVED) }

THEN
{ retract(currentState) }  
AND
{ insert (new State(StateName.DECIDE && status = RUNNING)) }  
AND
{ disallowedEvent.setProcessedSuccessfully(false) }  
AND
{ disallowedEvent.setProcessingAfterMath(MAX_ROUNDS_VIOLATED) }

A rule demonstrating a success scenario

A rule demonstrating a failure scenario

Fig. 4 Reference rules

The justification for separating strategic behaviour from the negotiation protocol
is made on two levels: Firstly, strategies tend to get domain-specific, and secondly,
they have high computational intensity (as in case of composite services that per-
form QoS-aware service composition, a known NP-Hard problem [4, 5]). These
are therefore best served as black box implementations clearly separated from the
generic aspects of conducting negotiations. For these reasons, the protocol rules are
intentionally spared from implementing strategic behaviour: a functionality dele-
gated to the POC during negotiations (Figure 2).

4.3 Bilateral Negotiations

One of the most widely occurring forms of negotiation among independent agents
is bilateral negotiation. As bilateral negotiation serves most of the use cases con-
sidered in the SLA@SOI project, we have early adoption results for the same. In a
bilateral negotiation, a customer negotiates directly with a provider. If the provider
has further dependencies, nested or sub-negotiations are possible in a similar fash-
ion. A somewhat advanced scenario would involve a customer negotiating over a
product offered by a certain enterprise: The on-line business unit of this enterprise
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is represented by an instance of SLAM called BSLAM. The BSLAM could depend
upon external software services, offered by an agent called the Software-SLAM or
SWSLAM. The SWSLAM in turn must deploy and instantiate its software services
over an infrastructure capable of delivering a guaranteed QoS as required by the
BSLAM. For this, the SWSLAM needs to negotiate with an infrastructure service
provider, represented by its agent, called INSLAM. This scenario helps expand the
negotiation scope over multiple providers and exposes a possible chain of depen-
dencies to be resolved through negotiations. This depiction realistically sketches
how SLA negotiations would be employed in service-oriented markets. Interest-
ingly, each stage in this potentially long hierarchy of negotiations can negotiate
successfully with the next agent in line in a bilateral manner, by customising the
negotiation protocol with parameter values considered realistic.

Request multiplicity is taken care of by conducting multiple bilateral negotia-
tions in parallel. The responsibility of having a unified view of currently available
resources at any time considering ongoing tentative reservations is kept internal to
POC. A simplified interaction is illustrated in Figure 5. Here, a customer initiates
negotiation with a provider and receives a negotiation identifier. This is used in
subsequent steps, first to customise the protocol, and later to negotiate offers and
counter-offers. Both of these may require certain iterations. At some point, the cus-
tomer requests an agreement by submitting a final offer. If accepted, the provider
sends back the SLA, which is then provisioned.

Fig. 5 Simplified interaction

As an extension of our work, multilateral negotiations are being considered under
the context of auctions.
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5 Negotiation Rationality

Negotiation technologies have garnered a lot of interest in recent years, and are seen
as a key coordination mechanism for the interaction of providers and consumers
in electronic markets. Such technologies provide means to reduce the costs of ef-
ficiently managing resources in fast-changing service-oriented markets. Their im-
portance surfaces especially in the case of multi-attribute SLA negotiations, where
agents engage in sophisticated protocols to intelligently negotiate over complex ser-
vices to achieve mutual gain.

Complex services are usually offered by composing or aggregating other ser-
vices. Considering time and other restrictions imposed by the negotiation protocols,
it becomes challenging to converge upon an agreement with the customer at one end
and possibly multiple providers at the other end. The dependencies among providers
require the establishment of a hierarchy of SLAs at negotiation time [27]. Therefore,
a sound rationale for conducting negotiations is of fundamental importance. Optimal
outcomes are obtained, as per cooperative game theory, by assuming maximum in-
formation on the objectives of the involved parties. In classical multi-attribute utility
theory [23, 24], the proposed solution is the use of an independent mediator that both
parties can trust to reveal their preferences. However, in the case of self-interested
agents doing business in e-commerce settings, it is not possible to determine what
mediators would be impartial or trustworthy for establishing the rationale.

Negotiation rationale determines the degree of feasibility of a negotiation. It also
serves to rule out infeasible negotiations. Infeasible negotiations are negotiations
that do not have a high chance of success. In the absence of a rationale, such blindly
instigated negotiations would consume precious system resources at both the cus-
tomer and provider end, where these resources could otherwise be utilised for pro-
ductive outcomes. In SLA@SOI, we cater for individual rationality by gathering
high-level information about the customer and the provider in the form of profiles.
Domain-sensitive rules may then be added to the negotiation protocol to compute
ranks for the negotiating partner, considering past experience and current business
policy. The domain-sensitive rules are an optional but useful part of the protocol that
may guide the negotiation process towards a faster convergence or conclusion. For
reasons of domain dependency, however, these rules cannot be provided out of the
box.

5.1 Profiles

Keeping business and negotiation requirements in view, we have modeled profiles to
contain information about these characteristics of the negotiating actors. For reasons
of brevity, only summarised features can be discussed here. The idea is to cross-
profile the negotiating party: that is, service customers profile the service providers
and vice versa. Additionally, the product or service being negotiated can also be
profiled by its provider. The profiles add value to the negotiation process by pro-
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viding negotiation- and business-related history that serves as an experience base.
This high-level information about the customer and provider is inspired from the
business perspective of negotiations. Domain-sensitive protocol rules raise the level
of abstraction of this information to determine ranks that allow judging of the ne-
gotiating party upon negotiation setup time. In the following section, we expand
this concept to shed light on how this high-level information forms the basis for
customising the generic negotiation protocol as hinted earlier in Section 4.2.

Providers may classify customers as companies or end users who are the direct
beneficiary of the negotiation. In case of former, the size of a company (charac-
terised as a small, medium or large enterprise) along with other factors can be con-
sidered by using a rule to determine, for instance, the number of negotiation rounds
one is willing to negotiate with this entity in the future. An abstract view of a cus-
tomer’s economic situation is also of importance for the provider. This is ascertained
by assessing punctuality in payment of dues against already established SLAs, and
the worth associated with the SLAs. Profiles also depict summarised penalty in-
formation that provides further insight into previously established SLAs. All these
factors can be processed by a rule that assigns a rank to the customer using current
business policy. Yet another rule may build upon this information to generate an
acceptable value for maximum counter-offers exchangeable during negotiations, for
example.

On the other side, customers are interested in conducting further negotiations
with providers that have delivered a good quality of service for previously estab-
lished SLAs, while avoiding providers who have not. Customers can also associate
a rank with a provider, based on the worth of the SLA under negotiation, past ser-
vices, and penalty satisfaction levels. Based on the ranks, strict business policies
may be encoded in yet other rules that blacklist or whitelist the negotiating partner.
If this criteria changes over time, only the related rules need modification, and this
does not jeopardise the overall negotiation behaviour. Other elements of interest for
doing business are aspects of location: These may restrict aspects of a business due
to laws in the country of the negotiating partner, or disallow trade of a certain prod-
uct in that country. This same information may allow higher prioritisation of another
negotiating partner if, for example, the business policy is to increase clientele in a
certain location for strategic reasons. Soft counter-offers may be generated by the
POC after considering the ranks and other profile information at negotiation time.
Hence, the profiles provide a degree of freedom for the POC to tune its algorithm
such that generated offers and counter-offers are personalised for the party, but also
in line with business objectives.

After considering the number of SLAs already made, providers may forecast
the selling frequency of a certain product and establish business derivatives such as
the minimum markup ratio/benefits (i.e., minimum sales required for the produc-
t/service to be profitable). These forecasts may also influence the degree of flexi-
bility shown while negotiating over the said product. Additionally, profile informa-
tion may serve to influence decisions regarding product retirement (i.e., terminating
agreements with a partner due to bad service, defaulting on payments, or penalty
situations). The latter may also be used to perform penalty-driven renegotiations.
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Customer and provider profiles can also log vital negotiation history, including
past attempts to negotiate, renegotiate, or terminate SLAs. The frequency of these
attempts, along with their outcomes, can be used by a rule to assign a rank for the
requested negotiation. As with the scenarios presented earlier, the negotiation rank
also may influence the customisation of future negotiations. For example, if the rank
is high, the customer can be considered faithful or promising, and the provider may
suggest a greater number of negotiation rounds or maximum counter-offers.

5.2 Protocol Customisation Mechanism

As mentioned in Section 4.2, the customise state allows negotiating parties to mu-
tually agree on values for any customisable protocol parameters that govern the ne-
gotiation. This is done by exchanging customisation suggestions. Domain-sensitive
rules come into action and set values to these parameters by coupling profile-based
ranks with business policy and customisable values suggested by negotiating part-
ners. This forms a pre-negotiation mechanism that may span several rounds until
consensus is reached. It is important that the parties share the same protocol param-
eters to avoid undesired anomalous behaviour in later stages, and this is achieved
through the protocol customisation mechanism. If consensus is not reached, negoti-
ation is aborted.

The customisation mechanism is an active part of ongoing work on the
SLA@SOI negotiation platform. We now summarise some of these customisable
protocol parameters.

• credentials allow parties to verify each other if such an understanding exists.
This could be an individual key under Primary Key Infrastructure (PKI)-based
certification environments.

• customizationRounds informs the negotiating partner that there will be an attempt
to reach consensus on customisable parameters in a particular number of rounds,
starting with two. This is a sliding value that may be extended during customisa-
tion. Nevertheless, at any point in time, each party may respect its own value and
end the customisation process as dictated by its side of the customisation rules.

• processTimeout determines the lifetime of the negotiation process. Negotiation
is considered invalid after this timeout has occurred.

• negotiationRounds determine the maximum allowed number of rounds for ex-
changing offers. If it is set to zero, negotiation will not take place.

• maxCounterOffers sets a cap on the number of counter-offers allowed in response
to a submitted offer.

• optionalCritiqueOnQoS serves as a tip to the POC to optionally annotate cri-
tiques on the QoS terms of generated counter-offers. Critiques may involve key-
words like INCREASE, DECREASE, CHANGE, and so on, thus helping to
convey a message to the negotiator to consider submitting values for which the
chances of reaching agreement is higher. In this way agents may guide or pull
each other in their direction of interest.
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• isSealed is of interest in multilateral negotiations such as auctions. For example,
it would be false for an English auction but true for First-Price-Sealed-Bid or
Vickrey auction.

In addition to above parameters, which are customised in a mutual manner, there
are parameters that remain non-customisable, to avoid sharing vital information.
These are especially applicable to auctions (e.g., minimum and maximum bidders,
auctioneer’s listening time to receive bids, and the start time of an auction).

5.3 Business Take-Up of Negotiations

Business requirements drive the negotiation process for each entity involved in the
negotiation. These requirements need to be met in addition to fulfilling customers’
QoS requirements. Profiling the negotiating parties can help in adapting negotia-
tions to a specific manner. From a business point of view, particular aspects of the
negotiation need to be controlled. As seen earlier, profiles can be used to customise
negotiations to better suit business goals, while assigning each negotiator a person-
alised negotiation field. Negotiation profiles can be applied and mapped to different
ranks, which are obtained by rules-mapping current business policy to past negoti-
ations and business information about the product, customer and provider involved.
Once ranks have been determined, negotiation commences in a personalised and ra-
tional manner. This lightweight approach helps manage and drive the negotiation,
while at the same time allowing it to benefit from volatile policy logic that can be
easily and rapidly updated in rules.

Business Negotiation Flow:

Aligned with business-level control of the negotiation, negotiations are materi-
alised in different adoption styles. Automatic, semi-automatic and manual negotia-
tion are the different proposed negotiation flows.

• Automatic negotiation: Agents negotiate directly with each other and exchange
offers and counter-offers that are automatically processed and generated. The
agents have preset decision-making capabilities and try to maximise or minimise
their own utility. Depending on the agents’ decision models, agents may or may
not attempt to cooperate with the other in converging upon an agreement.

• Semi-automatic negotiation: Automatic negotiation can be split in two halves:
the first half involves a special subset of cases in which business personnel could
be given manual control of the negotiation, while the second half includes those
other cases that can be managed automatically.

• Manual negotiation: In this scenario, business personnel receive customer offers
in real-time and make counter-offers or reject the offers by practicing full control
of the offers being exchanged.

Each of these behaviours is adopted by different use cases that use the SLA@SOI
framework. The framework provides necessary hooks and programmable interfaces
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to intercept the various interactions involved in negotiations to implement a cer-
tain negotiation flow. Early adoption results show that controlling the negotiation
flow becomes an important consideration for various businesses interested in the
SLA@SOI framework.

6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we reviewed the state of the art available on negotiations and pre-
sented our generic negotiation platform for conducting SLA negotiations. We illus-
trated the flexibility of our approach, which also takes into account domain-based
rationality. Early adoption results from use cases encourage us to extend our work,
while also considering contemporary efforts.

Diversity in research is expected to reveal new facts regarding the process of
automatic SLA creation, especially in areas such as nested dependencies, efficient
and fruitful optimisation algorithms, negotiation strategies that quickly converge
upon agreements, analysis of market trends, and party profiling. These areas have
been established as solid research fields but have not yet been fully exhausted. As
the field matures, scientific progress will be harnessed to produce tangible results
that will lead towards a successful service-oriented economy.
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